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My user manual



I'am Shalini Bose
Persistent Heart, Adaptive Mind: Crafting Success
Stories 



Things I am proud of

Proud of my persistent work ethic

Adaptable to changing environments effortlessly

Great listener, making me a trustworthy confidant

Offer valuable advice and support to friends based on

experiences and understanding



Hobbies

DancingYoga

Dancing and yoga are my passions, offering both physical wellness and
mental rejuvenation. They provide a creative outlet and a sense of

community that brings joy to my life.



My Favorite Food 

Foods that make me happy!

I am a big foodie.

Korean noodles Rajma chawal Chicken momo



My Favorite Destination

 "Goa and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands are known for their
beautiful beaches, and since I am a beach person, I enjoy visiting these

destinations."



My Favorite Movie/show

Friends show Money heist

“Enthusiastic about suspense movies, a sucker for horror
films, and fond of comedy shows.”

Horror movies/shows



My Favorite Music/band

I don't have a particular taste in songs; I simply enjoy music that matches my
mood. I love songs with high beats, whether they are dance numbers,

romantic tunes, or Sufi melodies.
Sometimes, I am inclined towards the soothing tunes of slow-paced 80s and

90s tracks, while other times, I'm in the mood for lively and upbeat tunes.



Life dimensions

- I’m crushing it - I need to work on
this a little

- I need to work on
this a lot

- this is not a priority for
me right now

Career

Friends and family

Health

Personal growth

Spirituality

Creative outlets

Social causes



My learning style
Accomodater

Accommodator learner: Thrive with hands-on experiences.

I prefer getting things done and enjoy challenges.

Instinct-driven and intuitive, not prone to overthinking.

Strengths: Action-oriented, risk-taking, innovative.

Learn best through real experiences, and active involvement.

Enjoy being around people, and have an artistic side.

May rely on others for information, can be seen as controlling.



My learning style



LEARNING STYLE

I'm someone who takes charge and gets things done efficiently, believing in the
power of action.

STRENGTH #1

I thrive on the thrill of trying something new and am always ready to
embrace challenges.

STRENGTH #2

The opportunity lies in my knack for diving into tasks headfirst, sparking
brainstorming sessions that not only ensure timely completion but also create
an environment for collaboration and creativity to thrive.

OPPORTUNITY
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WHO IS MY BUDDY WITH AN OPPOSITE
LEARNING STYLE? 

My buddy with opposite learning style is Akanksha
Gajankar(Assimilators). And we have plan to understand the opposite

view every time we plan/brainstorm/take decision for the platform and
other life views. 


